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Sailing in Croatia - Welcome Aboard!

Are you dreaming of taking the helm of your own private yacht in the stunning Adriatic this summer? You're in luck, it's never
been easier. Croatia is the largest charter cruising area in the whole world, where you can choose from more than 3000 bareboat
charter yachts from over 300 charter companies, in some of the most modern coastal ports.

While yachting has long been the terrain of the ultra-wealthy — and yes, some charter prices are akin to a down payment on a
house. There are a range of options and some can be cheaper than a week on a cruise ship for a family of four. 

Choosing a catamaran or a monohull, a sailing yacht or a motor yacht, is entirely up to your personal discretion! Everyone has
their own preference and their own reasons. And Croatia offers many options for all kinds of boat.

Monohull or Catamaran

One of the first things you need to decide when chartering a yacht in Croatia is whether you are looking to charter a catamaran
or monohull. Most often this is simply a matter of personal choice and there are differences. So let's first look at the pros and
cons of each.

CHARTERING A YACHT IN
CROATIA



Cons

A catamaran doesn’t heel (lean over) like a monohull
which, according to some, doesn't offer a full sailing
experience.

With many windows the inside saloon area can get very
hot very quickly, if there is no airflow. With air-con often
only available when docked this can create an issue.

A catamaran with similar sleeping capacity is usually
more expensive to charter than a monohull and twice as
much to pay for a berth in a marina. This means that it
may be more difficult to find a berth in the busy summer
seasons or in smaller ports around the islands.

CATAMARAN

Pros

The common area living spaces are light-filled and large.
The cabins are allocated two to each hull, so there is
nobody on the other side of your cabin wall.

Due to a catamaran having two hulls, they do not heel
(lean over) like mono hulled boats, which some prefer.

The shallow draft of a catamaran provides more
anchoring possibilities and two separated engines make
manoeuvrings in confined areas easier.

Because the boat is not as susceptible to the effects of
wave action it is much easier to walk around on deck and
within the interior of the yacht while underway.



Cons

Monohulls do heel (lean over) while sailing. Many people
who are not accustomed to sailing find this very
unnerving.

Due to a deeper keel than catamaran, it is important to
ensure you do not try to anchor in shallow waters.

Each area of a monohull tends to be smaller than its
counterpart on a catamaran, simply due to the shape of
the boat and the usable space each design permits.

Most main living spaces (with the exception of the
cockpit) are situated below the waterline, for non-sailors,
it can be a little disconcerting.

MONOHULL

Pros

When it comes to an amazing sailing experience, a
monohull cannot be matched. 

Compared to catamaran with similar sleeping capacities,
monohulls are cheaper to maintain, charter and berth.

All of the working lines are in the cockpit where you
lounge, so you can observe and talk to your skipper and
crew about what they are doing.

Monohulls are very inclusive, with the galley, saloon and
cockpit all being very central. This means that you and
the other guests on-board are easily able to interact with
your crew.



How much does it cost to charter a yacht in Croatia?

Cabin charters are the least expensive, starting from around 1,000€ per
week.

Bareboat charters are the least expensive option at around 3,000€ per
week. Expect catamarans to cost more to charter than monohulls.

For private crewed yacht charters expect to pay 10,000€ plus per week

For luxury super yachts it’s not uncommon to pay 150,000€ per week,
with some vessels commanding up to 1.3 million euros for a seven-night
stay.

And remember this is just a guideline. Pricing can be a bit confusing, as it
depends on so many factors.

HOW MUCH DOES IT COST TO
CHARTER?



Size & Age - The single most important determinant of cost is the yacht,
specifically its size and age. The general rule is the larger and the newer
the boat, the higher the charter price.

Type - The type of yacht you book can affect the cost too. Motor yachts
are, by far, the most popular type of chartered yacht and the most
expensive, followed by catamarans and sailing yachts

Crew - Remember too the size of the yacht determines the crew size,
which can range from several people. Among high-end clientele, the
reputation of the crew affects the price as well. For certain size boats,
you do not have the option of a bareboat charter, as they have a
permanent crew on-board for the entire season. You charter the boat,
you hire the crew.

Passengers - Smaller yachts may carry only six passengers, yet even
many super yachts are capped at 10 passengers. Always check the cabin
arrangement. Many will count the saloon as a place where two persons
can sleep. Always consider your group or family - 8 adults v. 4 adults 4
young children can change the dynamics significantly on a yacht for 7
days. Meanwhile, gullets and cabin cruisers that rent out per cabin range
from 10-100 people on-board, hence the lower per person price.

FACTORS THAT AFFECT A
CHARTER PRICE

 



Season - Of course the seasons also make a big difference in price. One
week in high season yachting (July/August) is a lot more expensive. The
so-called “shoulder season” or the months on the outer ends of the high
season can be slightly cheaper. Check out when to sail in Croatia article
for more details on seasons and sailing.

Charter Duration - The average yacht charter in Croatia is 7 days. In
some cases, a charter company may accept a shorter duration, and it's
not common. In general especially in high season, prices do not go down
for shorter charters, or for longer charters. If you only have five days be
prepared to pay for seven. Two weeks is twice the price of one! Of course
things are more flexible off-season, so always ask around.

Very often prices are listed without discounts, so you might want to stay
on the look out for early bird specials and last minute offers that appear.

TIP: Always ensure when comparing charter prices you are comparing
apples with apples.  Often a "cheaper" charter will have what other
charters have included in the "extra's" category.

We believe while price is a big factor in your decision making it is better
to have a well-reputed charter company.

FACTORS THAT AFFECT A
CHARTER PRICE

 



CAN ANYONE CHARTER A YACHT IN CROATIA?
 

If you are into chartering a yacht in Croatia, the person
that is navigating the boat must possess a valid license
(check the list of valid licenses here), corresponding to
Croatian rules and regulations. 

The Croatian port authorities will accept the following
licenses:
1. ICC (International Certificate of Competence)
2. RYA Day Skipper obtained through the Royal Yachting
Association
3. NauticEd SLC (Sailing License and Certification)

In addition to the skipper’s license, the captain must also
possess a VHF license.  If you already have the accepted
licenses, we strongly recommend you refresh your sailing
knowledge and get familiar with the Adriatic and the way
things are done here in Croatia especially around the
islands.

I have sailing experience and no licence. What do I do?

There is a possibility to take an exam in one of the
Croatian port authorities – the certificate is obtained the
same day. In case you opt for this, or you can get a
licence from some of the countries that have licences
accepted by Croatian authorities. See details here

Of course, if you do not have a sailing licence, you can
still charter a yacht with crew or for total relaxation, opt
for a crewed yacht charter!

https://mmpi.gov.hr/UserDocsImages/dokumenti/MORE/More%207_19/TABLICA_ENG_srpanj2019%205-7_19.pdf
https://www.ncp-charter.com/RYA-courses/RYA-Training-center-Croatia-certificates/Sailing-course-RYA-Day-skipper-practical.html
https://www.ncp-charter.com/RYA-courses/RYA-Training-center-Croatia-certificates.html
https://www.nauticed.org/SLC


WHAT IF I WANT TO HIRE A SKIPPER/HOSTESS?
In case you don’t have a bareboat license or qualified
and/or experienced skipper to accompany you on the
charter, you have the option of booking both a yacht and
a skipper. This is commonly referred to as skippered
charter’. A skippered charter is definitely an advantage
for an inexperienced crew. You can also hire a hostess or
a chef to help you with the cooking and the cleaning.

Things to think about when hiring a skipper/hostess
Remember one cabin will be needed for the skipper
himself, to allow him/her space and also to give you
more privacy. You are also expected to provide them with
three meals per day plus enough to drink over and above
their payment.

Chartering a yacht with a skipper has its positives and
negative. Whether it is one or the other usually centres
around your expectations, sailing skills and knowledge of
the coast and islands on the Adriatic Sea. Don't make
unrealistic demands. Don't treat them like the hired help.

How much do I have to pay for a skipper/hostess?
When booking a skippered yacht, it is important to
remember that you’ll have to incur extra charges for the
skipper (and or hostess) on top of your charter fee.

The cost for a skipper usually ranges between €130-300.
Depending on boat type and size, distance/location and
the experience and skill-level of the skipper.

The cost for your hostess ranges from €130-200. Her
primary responsibilities are taking care of the cleanliness
and tidiness inside of the boat and if there is no chef, she
is usually also in charge of preparing simple meals. 

Keep in mind your "hostess" is not there to make up
cabins and bathrooms, their cleaning role is limited to
keeping the common areas - galley, saloon and cockpit -
shipshape. You can have the charter company arrange
your skipper and hostess or you can do it yourself.
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WHO IS RESPONSIBLE
FOR DAMAGES?

Who is responsible for damages during a charter?

The person marked as a skipper on the crew list bears all the
responsibility for the damage caused due to the navigation.

You and your party will be responsible only for the damages caused by
you: e.g. broken window, burns in the kitchen, blocked toilet, lost or
damaged dinghy or motor (if you used it yourself) and similar.

Check your skipper has skipper insurance and what type of insurance
he/she has before your charter commences, as you will have to place a
deposit down with your charter company at the beginning of your
charter period.

If damages occur to the boat during the week, the repair cost will be
taken from your deposit. If significant damages occur to the boat during
the week, repairs of which exceed the amount of your deposit, you will
forfeit your deposit and an insurance claim will be made. 

Check your charter agreement for more details.



Marinas

This is the most expensive option, and at the same time, it offers you the
security and comfort in the form of toilet and shower facilities provided
within the marina area, as well as easy access to laundry services, shops,
and restaurants.

ACI marinas is a widely used chain of marinas here in Croatia. You can
find more details about each marina and the pricing on their web pages.

The highest prices are charged by the ACI Marinas, with the most
expensive season being from 1st July – 31st August, so if you can avoid
these dates then you would reduce your marina costs considerably.

Almost all marinas will allow you to pre-book a berth (to guarantee it is
there for you at the end of the day) – many give the option to book
online if you google their websites.

Estimated cost: Fees range from €50 per night for a smaller yacht in
low season, to €200+ per night for a larger yacht in high season.
Catamarans can expect to pay an additional 50% on top of that.

MOORING OPTIONS



Ports

Docking on the promenade of the local ports is often cheaper than
marinas. The price depends however on the boat size and the services
offered. 

Some ports offer you only electricity and water supply (these are
cheaper), while in others you may have shower and toilet facilities as well
(more expensive). 

You may also pay additionally for garbage disposal.

Estimated cost: All local ports are managed by different county port
authorities (counties are local government units), so there are different
prices and price policies in different sailing areas. 

In the case of Catamarans, some also charge a supplement of up to
100% for the additional width of your boat.

MOORING OPTIONS



Mooring Buoys

While a cheaper option than at a marina or port, you don't have access
to electricity nor water supply and you need to use a dinghy or a local
water taxi to get ashore.

Estimated cost: Mooring fees are charged by the night, and prices
change depending on your location, the time of the season, and
additionally upon the length of your boat in metres.

Anchoring 

In most cases anchoring is free. However, at some of the bigger and
more populated islands such as Vis and Hvar, you may be charged to
anchor in certain bays. 

In national parks anchoring is chargeable.

Estimated cost: Varies from free to National Park fees

MOORING OPTIONS



Restaurant Moorings

In some places there are mooring facilities offered by restaurants. 

In most cases, the restaurant does not charge for mooring provided that
you pay to eat in that specific restaurant. 

Other restaurants may charge for mooring. In this case, they usually
don't expect you to eat there. 

Again, it pays to confirm this with any restaurant that you moor or dock
at, just to ensure that the situation is then clear to both parties!

NOTE: Sailing around the islands in Croatia, you don't have all the
mooring options in each place. This means that your final mooring cost
will depend on the places you go and the mooring options available to
you.

MOORING OPTIONS



Four of Croatia's eight National Parks can be reached
(only) by sea but there are strict guidelines in these areas
for docking, mooring and anchoring.

National Park Brijuni

The Brijuni are a group of fourteen small islands situated
in front of Istria coast. In order to navigate the waters of
the Brijuni National Park, you need permission from the
National Park Administration. 

Docking at the port of Veliki Brijun, boaters have to check
in at the reception desk, located in the Neptun Hotel.

Temporary mooring in the National Park Brijun is only
allowed in designated bays (check with Park
Administration). You can also moor at Brijuni port.

Kornati National Park

The Kornati archipelago covers the area of about 320
km2 and includes around 150 land units, located either
permanently or frequently above the sea. A true nautical
paradise.

Sailing is allowed in the whole of the Kornati National
Park except in the zones of strict protection. Anchoring
and overnighting is however permitted in a selection of
bays and coves. 

Please check with the National Park Office for the latest
updates on  permissions and payments required.

NATIONAL PARK MARINAS &
BERTHS



Mljet National Park

Mljet National Park is the most important protected area
of the south of Croatia. People consider Mljet to be the
greenest Dalmatian island.

You can only sail and anchor in Pomena and Polače. An
entrance fee for the national park is charged per each
person when anchoring or mooring in the specified bays.

Emptying the contents of your septic tank, throwing
garbage or waste into the sea is strictly prohibited. And in
case of non-compliance, you will be fined.

NATIONAL PARK MARINAS &
BERTHS

Krka National Park

This National Park protects the Krka river and its
surroundings. The estuary of Krka is just a few kilometres
from Šibenik, and it offers you very nice scenery for
sailing through the Krka canyon up to the town of
Skradin and the entrance point for the National Park.

If sailing, you will have to moor in one of the nearby
marinas and then take a boat trip to the Park. 

The closest marina is ACI Marina Skradin. If the Marina is
full, you can anchor in the river during the day. Anchoring
is severely restricted at Skradin, so you will not be
allowed to anchor overnight.



YACHT CONSULTS
Looking at buying a yacht in Croatia?
Let us be your eyes and ears on the

ground, giving you independent
consultation and advice, working

solely for you
 

PREMIUM TOURS
Providing families and friends a

premium, unforgettable experience
combining luxury, adventure and
culture around the islands of the

Adriatic

BAREBOAT CHARTERS
The perfect choice if you are a sailor
with experience looking to charter a
boat with your own crew, you get to
decide on everything connected with

the yacht.

SHARPEN-UP SKILLS
Private tuition or flotilla options f

you're looking to refresh your skills
before a bareboat charter, gain miles

or build your sailing skills and
confidence sailing the Adriatic

 
 



Follow               

FACEBOOK
Keep up to date with all we get up to every day

YOUTUBE 
Join our 10,000+ subscribers to our Youtube channel 

INSTAGRAM
Check out our reels and stories

WEBSITE
Learn more about us and all we have to offer

https://www.facebook.com/45degreessailing/
https://www.instagram.com/45degreessailing/
https://www.youtube.com/c/45DegreesSailing/featured
https://www.45degreessailing.com/

